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ABSTRACT
Recently new n-body planar orbits have been discovered which are known as
choreographies. These orbits correspond to small n, generally n<20, and exhibit
unexpected patterns with respect to given initial conditions. Here we shall examine
numerical solutions to the three-body problem and the restricted three-body problem
for three body potentials that are the sum of three two-body potentials. Then for an
everywhere attractive three body potential with non-collinear and collision-less orbits
with a strictly monotone decreasing potential function there exist bound states that are
not chaotic that are choreographies. For the right initial conditions these orbits can be
mapped numerically and visualized. We will display a number of these cases
corresponding to the three body problem, restricted three body problem, the chaotic
restricted three body problem and the new figure eight bound state choreography for
the Kazalov potential orbits to exhibit some of their special features and to take note of
a number of open questions dealing with simple orbital problems.
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Introduction
In 1687, Isaac Newton discovered the Gravitational Force Law responsible for
keeping stars and planets in their relative positions and published it for the first time in
his famous Principia (Newton, 1687). He devised the Universal Law of Gravitation and
applied it to understand the origin of Kepler's laws and then used two important
assumptions to accurately calculate the orbits of the planets around the sun. His first
asswnption took into account small changes of position and velocity over small
intervals of time (differential calculus) and his second assumption was to simplify the
calculation by ignoring relatively small forces acting on a planet in orbit and only
consider the main attractive force of the sun and the centrifugal force (as he called it).
In this work, Newton showed that this attractive gravitational force acting along a
straight line between the planets was proportional to the product of the masses and
inversely proportional to the square of the distance between them. Newton used his
dynamical vector equation, FNet=ma, to calculate the position, velocity, and
acceleration, over small intervals of time, for the planet, which in tum revealed a
predictable, stable, closed, periodic, and elliptical orbit.
The resulting analytic solution of the two body gravitational orbit problem led
to a nwnber of clever and insightful methods to investigate more general orbital
problems, but even the general three body orbit problem has not admitted a closed form
solution using Newton's law. All of them have resulted in chaotic or unstable solutions
except for a few special cases found by Euler, Lagrange, and Hill between 1767 and
1887. In addition, Newton's orbit approximations were not relativistically exact and not
compensated for until Einstein' s general theory of relativity in 1915. Since then, a

7
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number of effective potentials no longer assume that the classical Newtonian
gravitational force is the only force term. In fact, classical effective potentials for
bodies orbiting around black holes and with strong gravitational forces have been
expanded into general relativistic potentials which have generated both bound and
unbound chaotic orbits for a number of specific cases. (Cornish & Frankel, 1997)
Recently, Moore (1993) found the existence of a special case of the three-body
problem and Chenciner & Montgomery (2001) proved its existence, known now as a
choreography. Many special solutions to the 3-body problem have been chaotic as
indicated by Poincare in 1904. The discovery by Moore, Chenciner and Montgomery
was the first periodic, stable, closed, 3-body, equal mass, orbit with an effective
Newtonian potential in over 150 years. Considering that Newton's two body stable
solution had to be modified to include a relativistic potential, one would naturally
wonder if relativistic, quantum mechanical, or any other nontrivial potentials would
result in a figure eight choreography as described by Moore, Chenciner, and
Montgomery. The purpose of this research is to investigate a unique specific potential
within the context of the new three-body choreography result of Fujiwara and
Montgomery to determine if such a choreography exists. Such potentials have not yet
been thoroughly investigated mathematically but are widely used by physicists. This
thesis will present an introduction to the N body problem, give a brief historical
account of both the 2-body and 3-body problem, describe conditions for the special
case of the figure eight choreography, and then give the findings from investigating this
method applied to a different orbital potential known as the Kazakov potential.
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Chapter 1
The Two-Body Problem
As previously state~ the gravitational forces that keep two bodies orbiting in a
closed bounded elliptical path were first described by Isaac Newton and Johann Kepler.
According to Livia Giacomini, "the orbits found by Newton as a solution to the
2-body problem are very different from each other: some of them are closed and

periodic, meaning that the body will periodically continue following that trajectory
(circle and ellipse) while the others are opened orbits (parabola and hyperbola.)"
(Giacomini, 2004)
The orbits of the planets in our solar system are seemingly closed and periodic.
We know that our solar system is made up of many bodies (N-bodies) and that each one
exerts a gravitational pull on the other, but Newton approximated the gravitational
interaction of the planets by reducing the problem to one very large mass and one very
small mass or the classic Two Body Problem.

Figure 1.1 Conic Sections Image courtesy of Andrea Carusi
http://spaceguard.esa.int/NScience/neo/neo-where/where 1.htm

9
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Later in 1710, Johann Bernoulli proved that the motion of one body with respect to the
other is described by a conic section and in 1734, Daniel Bernoulli won a French
Academy prize for his detailed analytical treatment of the two body problem.

Figure 1.2 Relation of intersecting plane and cone to conic sections.
Chasles, M. Traite des sections coniques. Paris, 1865
http://mathworld.wolfram.com/ConicSection.html

Their solutions showed that the 2 bodies orbit around their common center of mass
located at the center point of the cone. Kepler, Newton, and the Bernoulli's all assumed
that the sun and each planet orbited around their common center of mass in circular
orbits, which was a simplification from the actual elliptical orbits. The following are
highlights from investigations of the 2 body-problem by (Strous, 2004), (Rshaid, 2004)
and (Weinstein, 2004).
FORCE

The force of gravity of both the sun on the planet and the planet on the sun is

equal to:

F g =G

m1m2

a

(1.1)

2

(Fg =gravitational force, G =gravitational constant 6.67 x 10 ·11 Nm 2/ kg 2

,

m 1 andm 2 are the masses

of the sun and the moon, and a= the distance between the center of the planet and the sun.)

10
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The force of gravity of the sun on the planet acts on the planet as a centripetal

force on the planet which is equal to:
(1.2)
(Fe l = is the centripetal force, v 1 is the speed of the planet in its orbit around the common center of mass
and r 1 is the distance of the planet from the center of mass. .. . The sun has a similar equation.)

ANGULAR VELOCITY and PERIOD
The planet and the moon are assumed to orbit along circles around their common
center of gravity. The distances from the center of gravity for each mass are then equal
to:

(1.3)

(1.4)

(1.5)
(r1 and r2 =distance from the center of gravity for each mass and a is the sum ofr1 + r2)

rl
ml

G

r2
... 4

()

CM

m2

...
a

Figure 1.3 Planetary Distances from common Center of Mass
I.Dudzik, Microsoft Draw@ 2004
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The angular velocity of the planet and the sun are equal to one another or:
(1.6)

P= 27r

(1.7)

{J)

( P =the orbital period of the planet and the sun and co= the angular velocity)

DISTANCE, MASS, AND PERIOD

If we set Eq. l. l equal to Eq. l.2 and use Eq. 1.3 and 1.6 to eliminate v 1 + r 1, then :
2

GM=m a

3

(1.8)

this expression shows the link between the distance between the objects, the total mass
and the orbital period of celestial bodies. For our solar system, using appropriate units,
this can be transformed into
2

GMP

3

Kepler's Third Law

=47rr

(1.9)

( r is now the average distance to the sun in AU and P is the orbital period in years.)

SPEED

If we want to know the speed, then we can replace ro in Eq. 1.8 using Eq. 1.6. :
2

3

GM= va

r

2

(1.10)

If the heavier body is much heavier than the lighter body, one obtains the equation
2

GM=v r

(1.11)

(1.12)
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This equation works well for the sun and all the planets or for a planet and one of it's
satellites where the central mass is very large compared to the orbiting mass.

MOMENTUM
Since the planet is moving with velocity (v) it has momentum p= (m)(v). Since it
is also revolving around the S~ it has angular momentum, L. According to (Rshaid,
2004),"The angular momentum of an object is the vector or cross product of the position
vector (r) and momentum (P). The vector cross product of two vectors is a third vector,
orthogonal to the first two, and whose absolute value is equal to the product of the
absolute value of both vectors and the sine of the angle between them."

\1

.B \ =

x .

AB sin a

(1.13)

Applying the definition of vector product to angular momentum,
(1.14)
The specific angular momentum is defined as the angular momentum divided by the mass
of the object or

h=

rx v

or

]iij = rvsina

(1.15)

(h = specific angular momentum~ r is the position vector and v is the velocity;

a is the angle between the

displacement and the momentum)

It is more convenient to express the product, not in terms of the angle between

vectors, but in terms of the flight path angle ~ that v makes with the local horizontal.
Since a and ~ are complementary angles, the sine of one is equal to the cosine of the
other. The expression for h (specific angular momentum, i.e. per mass) in terms of~ is:
h = rvcos /3

(1.16)

13
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The following table summarizes important results for two body orbital motion.

Center of Mass

-

m,mj

A

m;mj _

Fif =G-2-rlJ =G-3 -r =G

r

iJ

ru

m1mj (- _)
3 r 1 -r1

1~ - ".!I

m,

Potential

v; = -G !Fil

Table 1.1 Two Body Equations of Motion
These equations reduce to the motion of the center of mass subject to no external forces
and the motion about the center of mass. In a coordinate system centered at the center
of mass and using r to denote the relative separation between the masses the orbital
solution has the simple form:
L

r=-----

1+ ecosB

where e is the eccentricity of the orbit and the initial conditions are specified for the
initial angle equal to zero radians. taken to be the point of closest approach, this is the
equation of a conic section. The values of the eccentricity correspond to the orbits
given in Table 1.2

14
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Value of e

Orbit

e<l

Ellipse

e=O

Circle- special ellipse

e=l

Parabola

e>l

Hyperbola
Table 1.2 Orbits and Eccentricity

EFFECTIVE POTENTIAL
Knowing the angular momentum, the orbits of two bodies can be expressed as an
effective potential between the two bodies by using polar coordinates. This is most
commonly described by the equation:

whereµ is known as the reduced mass of the systemµ=

mim2
m1+m2

Hyperbolic orbit E> 0 and &> 1

Parabolic orbit E =O and E =1

0.15

.1

0.2

Elliptical orbit E< 0, O< s<l
Circular orbit E<O and E =O and L=L
Stable
Graph 1.1 Two body effective potential (V vs r)
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In summary, the orbits for any two bodies orbiting around each other, due to
classical gravitational interactions, are determined by their initial conditions and are well
defined with six second order ordinary differential equations or twelve first order
ordinary differential equations. This problem reduces to two one body problems that are
exactly solvable and have a sufficient number of conserved quantities (Energy,
momentum, angular momentum) to analytically solve the problem in closed form in
terms of simple functions.

16
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Chapter 2
Overview of the Three Body Problem
The three body problem is not solved as easily as the 2-body problem. In fact,
no solution exists for the general case. Unlike the 2 body problem, there are not enough
conserved quantities to generate a general solution. If given three bodies in a random
configuration, the resulting motion nearly always turns out to be chaotic, and no one
can predict precisely what paths those bodies would follow.
According to (Sethna, 1996), " Several attempts have tried to simplify the problem to
predict the orbits. One attempt, simplified the problem by moving to the center of mass
co-ordinates. Another, the restricted' three body problem, set one mass to zero. Still
another, the circular, planar, restricted three body problem, the eccentricity of one mass
was set to zero. In these special cases, the orbits are somewhat tractable, but all are

special cases and the problem is not integrateable."
As with the two body problem the equations of motion for the three body problem can

be written down for a particular geometry:

17
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Three Body Problem
m2
•Solution can
be chaotic.
-cannot be
solved
analytically.
•Approximate

solutions can
be calculated
by numerical
analysis.

m3
System of 18 first order ODEs

•Solutions use conservation of L and E
•(new conserved quantity the Jacobi integral)
•Does not reduce to 3 one body problems or some combination
of 2 body problems.
·

Table 2.1 Three body problem characteristics

Table 2.2 Three Body equations of motion.

1R

18
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It is possible to numerically integrate these equations to generate solutions that can be

plotted. Using Mathematica we have numerically solved these equations for a number
of special cases (see Appendix A and B for the codes).

THREE BODY ORBITS

\

1

\

Figure 2.1 Three unequal masses
See Appendix A

Figure 2.2 Restricted 3 body orbit
See Appendix B

\:
Figure 2.3 Mass Multiples of 10 See Appendix C

Figure 2.4 Three equal masses See Appendix D

19
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As illustrated above, most three body orbits are chaotic and or lead to masses escaping
from the system. In essence, the three body problem became a challenge to solve.
Between 1750 and the beginning of the twentieth century attempts to find a solution to
the three-body problem generated a roll call of distinguished mathematicians and
astronomers, and over 800 papers relating to the problem were published. Some solutions
were special analytical ones and some were numerical, but all were searching for a
general equation which could describe and generate all quantities of motion from
integrating the general equations. No one has been successful in accomplishing what
Newton did with the two body problem, but several have been able to select special
conditions which would generate a closed periodic solution. Here is a highlight/summary
of the history of the three body problem solution attempts quoted from J. Barrow-Green's
excellent work, "The three-body problem and the stability of the solar system." (Green,
2004) Unless otherwise noted, no effort is made here to define all technical terms of
interest.
History of Periodic Solutions to the Three Body Problem

1767

Leonhard Euler

1. Showed how three masses could start in a line and rotate and stay lined up.
2. Determined this was an unstable orbit or unlikely to be found in nature.
3. First to refer the motion of the bodies to a rotating coordinate system, which made
the masses, appear stationary. Reduced the general problem from one of order 18 to
one of order 8.

(~~
;

0

'

~--.___) Figure 2.5 Euler configuration
20
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1772 Joseph Lagrange
The Circular, Planar, Restricted Three Body Problem
Three masses, one ofwhich is negligible (near zero) at the corners ofan
equilateral triangle moving in an ellipse in such a way that the triangle formed by the
three masses always remains equilateral.
1. Used the integrals of angular momentum and integral of energy to show that
the problem could be reduced to a system of order seven.
2. Determined the mutual distances between the bodies, then determined the
plane of the triangle in space, and finally determined the orientation of the
triangle in the plane.
3. Found two types of particular solutions: the collinear found by Euler in which
the bodies are always on a moving straight line, and an equilateral
configuration in which the bodies are always at the vertices of a moving
equilateral triangle.
4. Identified libration points or equilibrium points where the forces acting on
the third body in a rotating system are balanced so there is no motion relative
to the rotating system, and only the gravitational and centrifugal forces have
to be considered. (These points were later proven to exist in 1906 when the
Achilles moon was discovered at one in the Sun-Jupiter system.)

Figure 2.6 LaGrange equilateral triangle orbit

21
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1776 Pierre-Simon Laplace
1. Found a new constant of the motion 1799, enabling the two body orbit
problem to be solved algebraically which was later rediscovered by Runge1923 and Lenz in 1924 (see Generalizations of the Laplace Runge Lens

Vector by Leach and Flessas, Journal of Nonlinear Science 2003, this result
was generalized further by Schwinger and Lieber for quantum systems with
O(n) symmetry)

2. Showed that the motion of the moon resulted from the action of the sun
combined with the secular variation in the eccentricity of the earth's orbit

1836 Gustav Jacob Jacobi
1. Found an integral for the restricted problem in which he reduced the general
problem to one of order six.
2. Achieved the extra reduction by the elimination of the node. This procedure
made a linear change of variables which in tum changed the configuration to
one in which two fictitious bodies orbit a third. Since the change of variable
is linear, the form of the integrals of angular momentum is unchanged and
the total angular momentum vector remains constant and perpendicular to an
invariant plane. Jacobi showed that the intersection between the orbital
planes of the two bodies remains parallel to the invariant plane, and hence
the difference in longitude between the ascending nodes is always TI
radians.

22
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Jacobi-Hamilton theory
1. Showed that the set of three second order differential equations describing
the problem could be replaced by a set of three pairs of first order partial
differential equations where the force function is a function of the momenta
and position.

1887 George William Hill (Craig & Pohlmann, 2003)
Limiting Case of the Planar Three Body Problem
Two of the masses are very small compared to the third, like the earth-moon
system orbiting around the sun. One body orbited by two tightly bound bodies.

1. Introduced the further assumptions that the moon's orbit is almost circular (it
is), almost co-planar with the orbits of the earth and sun (it is to some
extent) and that it is of small relative mass (which is not necessarily
justified).The resulting system no longer describes Lagrange's equilateral
libration points, but it does keep two out of the three co-linear libration
points, and turns out to give highly accurate calculations of the lunar orbit,

again through algebraic techniques introduced by Hill. The region of
configuration space of the third body in the planar reduced three-body
problem bears Hill's name.
2. Most influential in the analysis of the variational equations of a periodic
orbit known as Hill's equation.
3. Described solutions in terms of their Fourier series, and introduced the
method of 'infinite determinants' to specify their coefficients, and thus the
spectrum for a given potential V(t)

23
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Figure 2.7 Heliocentric: 2 small and one large mass See Appendix E

1847 Henri Poincare "The Restricted Three Body Problem"
Two bodies revolve around their center ofmass in circular orbits under the
influence oftheir mutual gravitational attraction and for a two body system in
which their motion is known. A third body known as the planetoid, is assumed
massless compared to the other two and moves in the plane defined by the two
revolving bodies while being gravitationally influenced by them, exerts no
influence ofits own. The problem is to ascertain the motion ofthe third body.

1. Found different kinds of periodic solutions for the restricted problem. The
first solution came from two body circular orbits. The second came from 2
body elliptical orbits. A third solution applied to the 3 dimensional (not
planar) restricted problem.
2. Studied solutions only slightly different from a given periodic solution and
this led to his discovery of solutions which slowly approach or move away
from an unstable periodic solution (asymptotic)

24
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3. Showed that in the 3 dimensional solution space of the restricted problem, the
solutions generate a family of curves that fill out surfaces and which approach
the curve representing the unstable periodic solution and that these surfaces
correspond to curves in the transverse section.

Figure 2.8 Poincare section in phase space Courtesy of J. Sethna retrieved from
www.physics.comell.edu/setha/teaching/sss/jupiter/Web/Chaos.htm

4. Developed the general theory that revealed the existence of an invariant
integral which is a fundamental property of Hamiltonian systems of
differential equations.
5. Realized that it was the form of the characteristic exponents (conditions where
certain periodic functions are constant) which indicated the stability of the
solutions. If the exponents are imaginary then the periodic solution is stable,
otherwise it was unstable.
6. Defined trajectories that passed through the point of intersection doubly
asymptotic, which he later called homoclinic trajectories.
7. Showed proof of the non-existence of any new integral of the restricted
problem.
8. Agreed with the published result of Heinrich Bruns in 1887 showing no new
algebraic integral of the general three-body problem could exist.

2:5
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The Poincare restricted three body problem is of special interest since it leads to an
effective potential method similar to the two body case. In all of these cases it is
assumed that the three body potential is the sum of three two body potentials, that is,
we chose to ignore any true three body interaction potential that can not be so
decomposed. In the rotating frame this is equivalent to solving the one body time
dependent force problem with an effective potential.

Restricted 3-body Problem
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Two large masses
In circular orbits about common cm
Only experience 2 body gravitational force
Introduce a third infinitesimal mass
Confine all motion to plane common to 3 masses
Solve 1-body problem: motion of small mass in the
moving gravitational field of two large masses
7. Transform to rotating cm frame, constant ro

This is a time dependent one-body problem.

d,......
d ,2- (-) - 2mwxr
m-,2-r = R-1 + ri32 -mwx
OJX r

m

~

Table 2.4 Restricted 3 Body Problem Characteristics

26
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Restricted 3-Body Effective Potential
In the rotating cm frame:
V =eff

2
2
mM1G
_
mM2G
_m(M1+M2)G(x +y )
[<x-x1)2 + yl J'2 [<x-x2)2 + y2 J'2
2(xl +x2)3
/ ·

r---------------

/./

-----------

-~
I

I

I

( o
/
l

i

There are S extrema
All saddlepoints

//

/1
There is no coriolis
Term in this V

7 -1

Table 2.4 Restricted 3 Body Effective Potential In Rotating
Center of Mass Frame

With this potential it is possible to numerically solve the equations of motion
for the infinitesimal mass (see Appendix C for Mathematica code). Such
solutions often are of the form:

27
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Figure 2.9 Numerical solution of the Restricted Three Body Problem
See Appendix F for Mathematica@ Code

Note that the mass has a complicated orbit that is not described by any simple
analytic function.

1896

Paul Painleve

1. Showed that the equations of motion of the three-body problem were
integrateable using convergent power series with a finite time. (In other
words, a solution could be found if it was possible to define precisely the
initial conditions which corresponded to a collision.)
2. Conjectured that these initial conditions should satisfy two distinct analytic
relations which would reduce to one in the case of planar motion.
3. Made a generalization on Brun's theorem and predicted the existence of
algebraic integrals for the three-body problem and proved that they had to
be transcendental.

28
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1897

George Darwin

1. Used numerical integration procedure to search for periodic solutions.
2. Used a formulation in which S, the larger of two primaries was placed at the
origin of a coordinate system which was rotating concurrently with the
second primary J, and with the planetoid P moving in the plane of J's orbit.
3. Obtained the Jacobian integral V2 = 2 0.-C where vis angular velocity of
the planetoid and .0 is the overall potential of the system inclusive of its
rotation, and C is the Jacobian constant determined from initial conditions.
4. Partitioned space according to the value of C and defined the regions of
space in which the motion of the planetoid are confined regions of motion
for the planetoid.
5. Using a ratio of 10: 1 from the masses of the two primaries, He made a

classification of the possible periodic orbits depending on the value of C.

1903

Tullio Levi-Civita
1. Characterized the singular trajectories in the restricted problem and found
Painleve' s predicted integrals.

1907 Karl Sundman
1. Defined the initial conditions for both double and triple collisions.
2. Showed for the double collision, that the singularity is non essential and can
be removed by changing certain variables.
3. Proved that a triple collision could occur only ifthe all the constants of
angular momentum were simultaneously zero, and that when three bodies
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approach collision they also approach the equilateral triangle or the collinear
configuration.
4. Depended on the Cauchy's theorem on the existence of solutions of

differential equations.

5. Proved a function of theoretical proof of the three body problem, however it
furnished no qualitative information about the nature of motion.
6. Came up with a mathematical solution that did not reveal general

information about the form of the trajectories.
Forest Moulton and Ellis Stromgen
1. Concentrated on locating periodic orbits when the two primaries have equal

masses.

-0.5

-1

Figure 2.10 Moulton Family Orbit
See Appendix G for Mathematica@ Routine

1950's Kolomogorov-Arnold-Moser (KAM) Theory
1. Provided methods for integrating perturbed Hamiltonian systems valid for
infinite periods of time. This theory conclusively established the existence
of convergent series solutions for the n-body problem.
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2. Showed if frequencies could be fixed in advance, the series could be

convergent thus distinguishing these cases from the divergent series of
Poincare.

1993

Cristopher Moore
1.

Mathematically found the solution for 3 equal masses orbiting a shaped
space.

2001

Richard Montgomery & Alian Chenciner
"The Figure-Eight Choreography"

1. Rediscovered the numerical eight found by Chris Moore in 1993.
2. Proved the existence of the exact solution of three equal masses chasing
each other around the same figure eight planar curve choreography.

Figure 2.11 Figure Eight Configuration
Courtesy of Bill Castelmann AMS website

3. Showed that a stable solution which persists even when the three masses
aren't precisely the same and survives tiny disturbances without major
disruption.

2001- present-(Castelmann, 2001) To complete the 3 body problem history to the
present day, here is Bill Castelmann's historical account of the discovery of the figure
eight recently given on the AMS website.
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"In 1993, C. Moore found a new type of three body solution in which three bodies of

equal mass follow each other at a uniform spacing around an orbit in the shape of a
figure eight. This solution was first hinted at in a paper of Richard Moeckel in 1988,
and then discovered empirically through computer calculations of Cristopher Moore in
1993. Very recently, it has been rediscovered and proven rigorously to exist by Alain
Chenciner and Richard Montgomery, and explored in more detail through computer
calculations of Carles Sim6. Since then, Moore and Joseph Gerver discovered
empirically a few examples of similar orbits for N bodies with N larger than 3, but in
some extraordinary computations Sim6 has gone on to find conjectural periodic orbits
of the same type for many bodies. He hopes to expand this numerical work to a
computer-assisted rigorous proof of the existence and properties of these orbits."
(Castelmann, 2001)

This brings us up to the present, and as of this writing, an explicit expression for the
general solution for "n" body problem does not exist. Poincare showed that it is
impossible to describe all the solutions in one general linear expression. However,
limiting n number of bodies to one plane, generates some exact solutions. Using
computer power, hundreds of exact solutions have been found by Simo already.
However, they all are unstable except for one ... .the figure eight. This means that this is
the only choreography so far, that may one day be found in nature. Montgomery
admits the odds are small and are somewhere between one per galaxy and one per
universe. So, what is a choreography?

12
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Chapter 3
Introduction to Choreographies
Here we briefly introduce the recent key results leading to the new orbits that allow for
the investigation of more general potentials other than the Newtonian potential. In order
to make the definition of a figure eight orbit precise we need to introduce a few
preliminary mathematical notions associated with the topology and geometry of orbits.
Unique necessary conditions for existence are not known, but a number of partially
redundant necessary conditions are known for the existence of a three body figure eight
choreography.
Def. 1: Planar Jordan Curve: A curve confined to the plane that is topologically

equivalent to the unit circle is classified as a Jordan Curve, thus there exists a
continuous map of the curve to the unit circle that is simple and closed. Closed means
the curve has no endpoints and it completely encloses an area, simple means it is not
self-intersecting and continuous guarantees that there are no gaps.

Table 3.1 Planar Jordan Curves
Courtesy of Mathworld
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Def. 2: Star Shaped: A Jordan Curve is star-shaped if there exists any one point in its
interior such that the line segments connecting it with any other interior point are all
completely contained in the Jordan Curve.

Figure 3.1 Star-shaped Figure

Def. 3: Convex Shaped: A set in Euclidean space is a convex set if it contains all the
lines connecting any pair of its points. If the set does not contain all the line segments, it
is called concave. All convex curves are star-shaped but not all star-shaped curves are
convex.

7

Figure 3.2 Convex Figure

Def. 4: Choreography: A three body orbit, for three bodies located at the coordinates
given by qi (t), will be a planar three body choreography with period T if and only if

q1 (t) = q(t), q 2 (t) = q(t +TI 3), q 3 (t) = q(t + 2T I 3)

(3.1)

and the planar closed orbit consists of lobes each of which must be star shaped

for

attractive Newtonian potentials.
Def. 5: Monotone: Let A be a subset ofR and let fbe a function that maps: f:A->R. Then

34
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Def. 5: Monotone: Let A be a subset ofR and let fbe a function that maps: f:A->R.

Then

1. f is increasing, ifx:S::y implies that ftx):S:: f(y)
2. f is strictly increasing , if x<y implies that ftx)<fty)
3. f is decreasing, if x:S::y implies that f(x) ~f(y)
4. f is strictly decreasing, ifx<y implies that f(x)>f(y)
5. f is monotone, if f is either increasing of decreasing
6. f is strictly monotone, if f is either strictly increasing
or strictly decreasing.

Def.6: Figure Eight Curve: A closed periodic orbit in which angular momentum is

conserved and possesses two lobes that are Jordan Curves that are star shaped and
convex everywhere except for one common vertex and 0(t) is monotone is known as a
figure eight orbit.

Choreography Literature Review
The key results are found in three seminal papers summarized as:

1. A remarkable periodic solution of the three-body problem in the case of
equal masses (2000)
by Alain Chenciner and Richard Montgomery

The name ''choreography" generally refers to the synchronized periodic solution
of motion of a number of bodies moving around a shared path in phase with each other.
The path can be a simple circle or a figure eight or the shape of a daisy, it doesn't
matter, as long as the shape is symmetrical, the bodies do not collide, they are

3:5
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total angular momentum and a rich symmetry pattern. According to (Chencier &
Mongtomery 2000), ..It is stable and the moment of inertia with respect to the center of
mass and the potential as functions of time are almost constant."

Figure 3.3 Figure Eight Choreography Theorem
Courtesy of T. Fujiwara with H. Fukuda, A. Kameyama, H. Ozakiand M Yamada Power
point lecture given on June I SPT 2004Cala Gonone, Sardinia, Italy

In this article, Chencier and Moore described "how the orbit was discovered" and proved
that the eight configuration is star-shaped. Here is a re-cap of major steps Montgomery
used to prove that if V is a three body potential of the form V =

L J(,. iJ) then each lobe
l<j

of the orbit is convex and is known as a figure eight orbit.
1. Placed constraints on the velocities at any Euler point on the orbit (because the
angular momentum there is zero and each Euler configuration is an extremum of
moment of Inertia along the orbit) and found there was an absence of triple
collision and got estimates for moment of inertia and energy along the orbit
2. Eliminated one mass and made the calculations for the triple collision extend to
double collisions and bypass completely any local variational analysis.
3. Showed stability by precise numerical computations by Carles Simo using the
special form of velocities at an Euler configuration.
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2. Eliminated one mass and made the calculations for the triple collision extend to
double collisions and bypass completely any local variational analysis.
3. Showed stability by precise numerical computations by Carles Simo using the
special form of velocities at an Euler configuration.
4. Left the analytical proof that the minimizing orbit did not experience any
collision to be solved by Kuo-Chang Chen in 2001.(Chen, 2001)

5. Described the setting for the eight several invariant functions of phase space and
the force function or the negative of the potential energy as:

V =I - +I - +I- where rif=

r1.2 r1.J r2.J

Ix,-xAI

(3.2)

6. Described other invariant functions identifying one for moment of inertia with
respect to the center of mass, half it's derivative with respect to time, twice the
kinetic energy in a frame attached to the center of mass, it's potential function, its
total energy function and its Lagrangian function.

2. Convexity on the Figure Eight solution to the Three-Body Problem
(May 2001) by Richard Montgomery
In this article Richard Montgomery, describes the solution to the three body problem.
He defines carefully periodic solution, and recaps the history of the periodic solutions
following Poincare. He gives a general description of the eight, states and proves key
theorems. Here is a list of key "eight" features that Montgomery points out.
1. The three bodies travel the same planar curve, phase shifted from each other one
third of a period.
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2. The curve has the form of a figure eight and ifs double point is at the origin
which is also the center of mass.
3. The eight has the reflectional symmetries of the x-y axes.
4. Each of the lobes is star-shaped.
5. The solution begins with t=O with mass I at the origin, forming a midpoint of

masses 2 and 3. (Euler configuration)
6. All masses are equal.
7. Every 1/6 th of period the eight solution returns to an Euler 1 configuration.
8. At the times half-way between Euler configurations, the triangle formed by the
masses is isosceles.
9. In 1112 of a period the curve travels between the Euler configuration and the
isosceles configurations.
10. The eight is KAM stable, therefore the solutions through most initial conditions
stay near it for all time.
12. The domain of stability or amount one can perturb the mass ratios is small.
For the rest of the article, Montgomery also explains shape space, reduced action,
building the eight using discrete symmetries, and theorem proofs. At the time the
article came out, convexity of the eight had not yet been proven. However in 2003,
convexity was addressed in the article called.....

3. Convexity in the Figure eight solution to the Three -Body Problem
(2003)
by Toshiaki Fujwara and Richard Montgomery

In this article, Montgomery continues describing other essential lobe
characteristics of the figure eight. Toshiak:i Fujiwara and Richard Montgomery present
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a number of properties and 3 assertions which provide proof of the theorem that each
lobe of the eight solution is a convex curve. The following briefly highlight important
conditions:
1. All masses share the same plane and at any given point in time for the eight, we
can describe the location of the masses as
(3.3)
2. There is one point of self -intersection, the origin which divides the eight into
two symmetric parts, its two lobes.
3. Each lobe is star-shaped and the 0(t) is monotone
4. The eight solution enjoys reflection about they axis and is symmetrical.
5. The total angular momentum is zero.
6. Tangent Lines to the three planar curves whose total linear and angular
momentum are zero, intersect at the same time dependent point or are parallel.
7. If the arc of the curve at time (t) has an inflection point and a nonzero speed, then
the tangent line to this arc either splits the two masses at point A and B or all three
masses lie on this tangent line.
8. A smooth possibly self-intersecting curve is called locally convex if its curvature
never vanishes.
9. Each mass stays in its own quadrant during the time interval of(-T/12,0)
From these results, Montgomery has been able to produce a widely accepted set of
conditions guiding researchers towards the goal of finding the necessary conditions for
existence of a three-body figure eight choreography.
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Summary of Figure Eight Choreography Conditions
An orbit for three bodies is a figure eight choreography if:

i. it is a closed periodic orbit with period T
ii. the configuration is never collinear and never isosceles during T/6 and T/12.

iii. the solution has no collisions.(which requires the following)
a. The three masses travel a single planar curve.
b. The center of mass is 0,0 (origin) and the angular momentum is zero
c. The potential has the form

v = ItfrJ

(3.4)

l<J

thus the potential is the sum of two body potentials which only depend
on the relative separation of the masses.

iv.

with df > 0 so that the two body potential is attractive (3.5)
dr

v.

.f gr
( ) =r -1 -df
(3.6)
dr
is a strictly monotone decreasing function of r. The monotone condition
guarantees the orbit remains unique and bounded, i.e. not multivalued.
i

Table 3.4 Some Necessary Conditions for the Existence of the Figure Eight Choreography
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Chapter 4
Investigation of the Kazakov Potential
Although these conditions are now kno~ the classical gravitational Newtonian
potential and the Montgomery potential

1

Va= (a} ~~2 + r~ + r:J

for

a~ -2

(Montgomery, 2003) potential are the only ones that have been examined in detail. So
far, there has been no general classification or examination of physically interesting
potentials to determine how often the figure eight conditions are met. It is our goal to
examine conditions for a potential that appears frequently in applications related to a
number of bound orbit problems in physics.
In selecting a potential for testing, two well known relativisitic potentials were

considered One was for a small mass near a black hole presented in The black hole and
the Pea. (Cornish & Frankel, 1997), another a potential recently published in, "On the
Correspondence between the classical and quantum gravity", by (Kaz.akov, 2004)
Both potentials are relativistic gravitational potentials and both depend on mass
separation however, the Kazalov seemed more versatile and was selected for testing.
The potential is given by:
(4.1)

and can be re-written and simplified by letting,

such that the total V(rt) by recombining and generalizing equals
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(4.2)

which reveals that it may be treated as a general power law potential for identical masses

(4.3)

usmg:

for each two body interaction. This potential can be numerically examined by checking
different values for a and band here we will treat them as arbitrary real valued
parameters. For the case of identical masses, the six constants reduce to just two which
we denote a and b. We can determine ifthe force is attractive or repulsive using two
equivalent tests: first by numerically plotting the function and second, talcing the
derivative and looking at the slopes of the curve since for these conservative forces and
identical masses with relative coordinates from the center of mass point we have:

(4.4)

where this is now the sum of three identical two body potentials. For the three body
identical mass choreography this potential is a central force potential which conserves
angular momentum. Thus conditions i.-iii. are met where we enforce the condition that
there are no new three body potentials, i.e. the full three body potential is the sum of three
separate two body potentials. In order to plot his general potential for each particle the
general two body form is given by V = -

~ + ~,
r

r

(4.5)

anda

Mathematica@ by Wolfram, Inc. routine was used. Since this is a sum, two cases can
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cases can immediately be determined: (I) if each term is positive the sum is positive,
(2) if each term is negative the resulting sum is negative. Thus we need to know when
each term is either positive or negative while treating a and bas real parameters.
Several different values for a and b were applied to determine which values of a and b
would indicate an attractive force or repulsive force. A record of the curve shape was
noted and the slope of those curves was determined to be either positive or negative. If
the slope of the curve was positive, the force is attractive, and if the slope of the curve
was negative, the force is repulsive. The following is a collection of the tested plots.
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Chapter 5
Results of Kazakov Potential Test
Here we gather the results of numerically plotting the Kazakov potential
followed by analytically solving for critical points. For these plots one mass is at the
origin, the second mass with energy E can be bound if and only if there are classical
turning points of V greater than E, where any angular momentum contribution would
appear as a contribution to the constant b.

Test Results:

for existence of figure eight choreographies for Kazakov potential.

A Value

B Value

V(r) PLOT

1.0 to 0

0 to 1.0

•UV

Attractive Repulsive

Curve Shape

Repulsive

.xxJ

200

100

\.
2

1

0 to 1.0

1.0 to 0

5

4

3

6

•w

Repulsive

300

200

100

\_
l

2

J

4

5

Graph 1: Test One: Positive Values for a and b
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Value

B Value

-1.0 to -.1

0 to -1.0

A

V/rPLOT

Curve Shape
3

2

1

Attractive
Repulsive
5

4

6

Attractive

-1

-2

-3

0 to -1.0

-1.0 to 0

1

3

2

4

5

-1

-2

-3

Graph 2: Test Two: Negative Values for a and b
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A Value
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1.0
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6
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Graph 3: Test Three: Positive a and Negative b Values
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Graph 4: Test 4 Negative a and Positive b values
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Next, we can use the derivative test to find the critical values of the function .We take the
derivative of the potential and set it equal to zero:

F

,.

=-

dV
dr

= _!!_(-:!..+ _!:__)
=
2
dr

b
Gm 1.
r = - = -2c
a
2c

h(r) > 0 ~ b > ar
h(r)

r

r

(-

~+
3-!:_)
=0
r2
r3

b
a
h(r)=--3
r
r2

or

Gm i > 2c 2 r

= 0 ~ r = re

h(r) < 0

~

b < ar

repulsive
critical

or

Gm 1 < 2 c 2 r

attractive

Table 5.1 Analysis of a single term of the three-body potential
Notice that this potential leads to a result similar to the two body effective potential but
differs in the nature of the constant b. There are regions of bound two body orbits that
are stable, this stability being the concave up region of the graph or where the second
derivative is positive. It does not follow that these regions continue to exist for the three
body case unless all terms of the same power of r have the same sign. The critical points
correspond to circular orbits, where concave up is stable and concave down is unstable.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
The qualitative features of the Kazakov 3- body potential are seen in its two-body
portions from the graphical analysis. In the derivative test, we see the same pattern as
revealed by the graphical analysis and note that as long as h(r) is attractive then the three
body potential is the sum of three attractive two body potentials, thereby yielding an
attractive potential, then all the conditions i.-iv for a figure eight have been met. The final
condition is to construct the function g(r) for this potential. Note that each term is of the
form:

1
a· b
g(r)=-f(r) =--+r
r2 r 3

where Limg(r) ~ 0 (6.1)
1'-+<D

which is clearly a monotone decreasing function for all rand is well behaved at infinity.
Since the sum of monotone decreasing functions is also a monotone decreasing function
condition (v.) is met for all r. Thus when this three body potential is attractive, b< a r,
there exists at least one three-body figure eight choreography. The results of the tests
establish several key points.
1. This derivative test shows an attractive potential for

h(r) < 0 ~ b < ar

2. Montgomery proved that that if V is a three body potential of the form

V=

L J{,- 11}, and where f satisfies the conditions:
l<j

iv. df > 0, so that the two body potential is attractive AND
dr
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v. g(r) = r -i df
dr

50

is a strictly monotone decreasing function of r

and conditions iv. and v. admit a solution as defined by i. (it is a choreography
with period T ) and iii, ( the solution has no collisions) Which requires:
a. The three masses travel a single planar curve, do not precess,
b. The center of mass is fixed and the angular
momentum is zero, thus the orbit is planar,
c. The potential has the form V =

L 1(,.1,.))
l<j

THEN each lobe of the orbit is convex and would admit a figure eight orbit.
2. The tests performed reveal that this potential is in the "eight proven three body
potential form and that it has a

df :; :. 0 . Additionally if the masses travel in a single
dr

plane, have a fixed angular momentum and are in phase, then this potential would
generate a figure eight configuration.
It is not known if satisfying these conditions guarantee existence but the three body
Kazakov potential satisfies the currently known necessary conditions for a figure eight
choreography to exist This potential is a classic form used throughout the study of
bound state problems in gravitational and electromagnetic physics. There are also cases

in quantum mechanics where such a potential is used. Future studies need to investigate
the generalized versions of these potentials and to establish the sufficient conditions for
existence.
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Appendix A
Mathematica @ routine for Figure 2. 1 Three Wlequal masses
Claar{ml, m2, m3, G, M, x, y, z, t];
rl a {xl{t]

r2:: {x2(t)
r3:: {x3(tJ

I

yl(t}

I

zl(t]};

1

y2(tJ

I

z2[t)};

1

y3(t}

I

z3(tJ);

r12 = :r2- rl;
r13= r3-rl;
r23 = r3- :r2;

r21 = -r12;
r31= -r13;
r32= -x23;
ecpatiall = O[rl, {t, 2} J - Gm2rl2/ (r12.r12) A (3/ 2) -m3Grl2 / (r13.r13)

A (3 / 2);
aq.atia'J2"' D[i:2, {t, 2} J - ml Gr21/ (.r21 • .r21) A (3/ 2) -m3Gr23 / (r23.r23) A (3/ 2);
ecpat:i.al3 = O[r3, ct, 2} l - m2Gr32 I (r32.r32) A (312) -ml.Gr31 / (r31.r31) ... (3 / 2) ;
Clear[M, ml, m2, m3, G];
listl = 'nlreci[ (rl I. t-+ 0) - {0, 0, 0) :JI OJ ;
list2 = 'lhread[ (D[rl, tJ I. t-+ 0) - (0, 0, 0)
OJ;
list3= 'lhraad[ (r2/. t-+ 0) - {1, 0, 0) =OJ;
list4 = 'lhrla:i[ {D[:r2, tJ I. t-+ 0) - {O I Sqct[GM/ x2[0J J , 0)
OJ ;
listS = 'lhx:fedt (r3 /. t-+ 0) - {312, O, 0) == OJ;
list6= 'lhraad{(D[r3, t] /. t-+ 0) -{0, -.Bqrt[GM/x3[0]], 0) ==OJ;

=

=

=

!'q.lat:i.alList "' Ji:li.n{ nn:ead [ aq.atiall OJ ,
'lbJ::aad[ecpati.al2 = OJ , Tmeli!lld[ecpat:i.al3 = OJ ,

listl I list2, list3 t list4 t list5 I li.st6J i
G= 4Pi"2/ M;
Mc ml+ m2+ m3;

ml= 14;
m2= 8;
m3:: 4;
Cl.aar[xl, x2, x3, y1, y2,

':13, zl, z2, z3J;

Planat:s= ~va[Ecpat:i.alList, Ji:li.n{rl, i:2, r3], ct,
Planatl[t_J a rl I. Planets;

o,

500}, Ml!llcSteps-+ 7000];

Planat2[t_] = :r2 J. Planets;

Planat3[t_l = r3 / . Planata;
Plotl .. Paramatri.c:Plot[ {Planatl [t] [ [1, 1] ] I Planatl [ t] [ [1, 2] ]}
Pl.otSt:yla-+ ROfColor[l, 1, O] / Di.spl.ayE\n:::-+ Idmtity];

I

{t' 0' 50} '

Plot2 = Paraaat:ricPlot[ {Planat2[t] [ [l, l] J , Planat2[t] [ [l, 2]]}, {t, O, 50),
Plot.Style-+ KB:olortl, O,

OJ,~-+

Idllltity');

Plot3 = ParanetricPlot[ {Planat3[t] [ [1, lJ J I Planet3[t] [ [1, 2]]) ' {t, 0' 50}
Plot:Styla-+IGnilor[O, 1, OJ, ~-+Idllntity];

I

910W [ Plotl, Plot2, Plot3, Displ..ayE\n::t-+ $0i.splayi\:n:::tion, PlotRanga-+ All, Alpilct:Ratio-+ Jlutcmati.c] ;
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APPENDIX B
Mathematica@ Routine for Figure 2.2
Claar[Qaega, rl, r2, X, Y, mi, VX,

WJ

Qnega= (1/2) ((l-llll) r1"2+:aur2"2) +DU/r2+ (1-mi) /rl;
rl = ((X[t] - nu) "2 + Y[t] "2) "(l / 2) ;

r2 = ((X[t] + 1- llll) "2+ Y[t] "2) "(1/ 2) ;
\l'Jdl'qmt:i.al = Sinpl i fy[
D[VX[t], t] -2\IY[t] -D[Qnega,X[t]]];
V'y!q.Jatim = Sinpl i fy[
D[\IY[t], t] +2\IX[t] -D[Qnega, Y[t]]];
ld'q.Jatim= D[X[t], t] -VX[t];
yEquati.m = D[Y[t] , t] - \IY[t] ;
Clar[X, Y, VX,
ml=

V:iJ

l/ 2;

Ini.tiaJCax:J;t:i.als = {X[O]
Y[O]

= 0, VX[O] :: -1.06006,

= 0.12067, \IY[OJ = 0};

!'q.JatiooT·ist= Join[ {VJ&l'quat:i.al= 0}, {V'yEquat:i.al= O}, {xBcpitim = 0}, {y!qoatim = 0},

Initi•lOXrlitions] ;
Od:d.t= H:>Solva[EcpltiaiI.jst, {X[t]., Y[t], VX[t], \IY[t]},
{t, 0, 20}' MlaSb!pe-+ 6000];
X[t_] = Fil:st[X[t] /. Od:d.t];
Y[t_] = !'i.rst[Y[t] I. Ol:bit] ;
VX[t_] = Fi.rst[VX[t] /. Odlit];
\IY[t_] = l'irat[\IY[t] I. Odlit] ;
PaD118t:ric:Plot[{X[t], Y[t]}, {t, 0, 20},
Allpact:Batio-+ lsutamtic, Plotpol,nts-+ 100] ;
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APPENDIX C
Mathematica@ Routine for Figure 2.3 Mass Multiples of I 0
c:i-rt1111, 1112, m3, G, M,

:it,

y,

1:,

t];

rt= {x1[tJ , y.L[tJ, al[tJ};

z:2 .. {x2[tJ, y.2[tJ , z2[tJ};
r3 • {x3[tJ , y.3[tJ , a3[tJ};
rl2=r2-d.;

:c21 :a -J:'l.2;
r31• -d.3;
r.32'" -J:23;
eq.atiall. • D[d., {t, 2} J -GD2r12/ (r12.r12}" (3/2) -m3Gd.2 / (rt3.rl.3) "(3 / 2);
eq.atial2. D[J:2, {t, 2} J - ml G:c21/ (:c21.:c21)

A

(3/ 2) -m3 GJ:23 / (x:23.z:23)

A

(3 / 2);

eq.atic::'ll3 • D[r3, {t, 2J J - m2 Gr.32 / (r.32.r.32) "(3/ 2) -ml Gr31 / (r31.r31) "(3 / 2) ;

c:i-r[M, ml, 112, m3, G];
l.i.stl. • 'lbz:IMd[ (d. /.

t~

0) - {0, O, OJ• OJ;
t~

l.ist2 • 'lbz:IMd[ (D[d., tJ /.

l.i.st3 •

~[ (z:2

l.ist4 •

~[

/.

t~

t~

(D[z:2, tJ /.

l.istS • onu:..i[ (r3 /.

t~

0) - {0, 0, OJ • OJ;

0) - {1, O, 0) •OJ;
0) - {O, Sqrt[GM/ x2[0J J, 0} •OJ;

0) - {3/ 2, 0, OJ • OJ;
t~

1.iAt6 • 'lhwKi[ (D[r3, t] /.

0) - {0, -Sqrt[GM/ x3[0J J, OJ • 0];

llcpat.i.crlList • Join['lbZ!Md[eqiaticlnl. • OJ ,
~[eqatia'12

• OJ ,

~[eq.ati.cm3-

OJ ,

li.st1, list2, l.i.st3, li.st4, li.st5, u.t6] ;
G• 4 P1"2/ M;
M• ml.+ m2 + m3;

ml. 100.1;

1112· 10.10;
m3 •• 000;
c:i-r[x1, x2, x3, y.L, y2, y.3, zl, a2, a3];

Planets• M)9Q].._[llquaticmLi.at, Join[d., z:2, r3], {t, O, 50},
~[t_J.
~[t_J

Mu:Sbijp&~

7000];

d./. Pl.-ts;

• z:2 /. Planets;

Planet3[t_J " r3 /. P.l.11119ta;
P.l.Clt1.

~t[ {Plawtl.[tJ

Pl.ot:St:yle~PGBCclar[l,

1, OJ,

pJ.gt2 a~[ {PJ.mmt2[tJ
Pl.otStyle~

Plot3•

JQ90olar[1, 0, O],

[ [1, 1]], Planetl[tJ [ [1, 2]] J, {t,

o,

50},

~~Idlntity];

{ [1, 1)) I PJ.m.t2[t) { [1, 2]] JI {t, 0, 50} I

~~

~[{z-t.3[tJ

Idlntity];

[[1, lJJ, Planet3[tJ [[1, 2]]}, {t, O, 50),

Pl.otStyle~ JllilBOcilar[O, 1, OJ, Di~~ !.dmtity];
Show[P.l.Cltl, P.l.ot2, Plot3, Dillpla:]1!\mctcn~~, Pl.otamga~All, ~tio~Jllutclatic:J;

0
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APPENDIX D
Mathematica@ Routine for Figure 2.4 Three Equal Masses

Clmr[ml, m2, m3, G, M, x, y, z, tJ;

r1 = {Xl[tJ 'y1[tJ' zl[tJ};
:c2 ={x2[tJ ' y2[tJ ' z2[tJ};
r3 = {x3[tJ , y3[tJ , z3[tJ};
:c12 =:c2- rl;
rl.3= r3-r1;
:c23 = r3- :c2;
:c21 =-r12;
r31 = -r13;
r.32 = -:c23;
equati.all. = D[rl, {t, 2} J - Gm2r12 I (r12.r12) "(3/ 2) -m3Gr12 I (r13.rl.3) "(3 I 2);

equaticn2:D[:c2, {t, 2}J - mlG:c21/ (:c21.:c21)"(3/2) -m3G:c23/ (%23.%23)"(3/2);
er:pat:i.al3 = D[r3, (t, 2} J - m2Gr32 I (r.32.r.32) "(3/ 2) -ml Gr31 I (r31.r31) "(3 I 2);
Clmr[M, ml, m2, m3, G];
list1 = '11maad[ (rl. I. t-+ 0) - {0, 0, 0} = OJ ;
list2 = ""rwdC (D[rl, tJ I. t-+ 0) -{0, 0, 0}

= OJ;

{1, O, 0} = OJ;
list4 = '11maad[ (D[:c2, tJ I. t-+ 0) - (0, Sq:rt[GM/ x2[0J J , 0} = OJ ;
list5 = '1!1rwd[ (r3 I. t-+ 0) - {3/ 2, 0, 0} =OJ;
liat6= '11maad[ (D[r3, tJ I. t-+ 0) -{0, -Sqrt[GM/x3[0J], 0} =OJ;

list3 = '11maad[ (:c2 I. t-+

0) -

Fquati.alL:ist= Join[11u:mci[equatiall. =OJ'
'lbl:ead[EqJ&ticn2 = OJ, 'lbl:ead[er:pat:i.al3 = OJ,
list1, list2, list3, list4, list5, list6J ;
G= 4Pi"2/ M;
M= ml+ m2 + m3;
ml= 3.001;
m2= 3.001;
m3= 3.0001;
Clmr[xl., .x2, x3, yl, y2, y3, zl, z2, z3J;
Planets = ll)Solva[l!'qat:i.alList, .JO:i.n[ r1, :c2, r3] , { t, 0,

50} ,

M!lxSteps-+ 7000J ;

P.laDet1 Ct_J =r1 I . Planets;
Planat2[t_J = :c2 I. Planets;
Planet3 [ t __] = r3 I . Planets;
Plot1 = Pm:a1at::c:i.cP[ {Planetl.[tJ [ [1, 1J J ' Planetl[tJ [ [1, 2J)}' { t, 0' 50}'
PlatStyla-+ RB:'olorcl, 1, OJ, o~ ... Identity];
Plot2 = Pm:al&t::c:i..ct[ {Pl.anat2[tJ C[1, 1]), Planet2[tJ C[1, 2J J}, {t, O, 50},
PlatStyle-+ FGB:olor[ 1, O, OJ , Di.spl.ay!Urx:t -+ Identity'] ;
Plot3 = Pal31Bt:ri.cP.lt[ {Planet3[t] [ [1, 1])' Plaoat.3[tJ [ [1, 2]]}' {t, 0, 50}'
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APPENDIX E
Mathematica@ routine for Figure 2.7 Heliocentric: 2 equal small and one large mass
Clear[ml, 1112, m3, G, M, x, y, z, tJ;
rl .. {xl[tJ, y1.[tJ, zl[t]};
~"'

{x2[tJ, y.i![tJ, z2[tJ};

r3: {x3[tJ I y.3[tJ
r12 •

t

z3[tJ};

~-rl;

r13 • r3-rl;
~3:sr3-r2;

rll .. -r12;
r31 = -r13;
r32 = -r23;
equaticnl:sO[rl, {t, 2}J -Gm2rl2/ (r12.r12)" (3/ 2) -m3Grl2 / (r13.r13) "(3/ 2);
equaticn2'" O[rl, {t, 2}J - mlGrll/ (rll.%21)" (3/2) -m3Gr23 /

(r23.~)

"(3/2);

equatial3 :o O(r3, {t, 2} J - 1112 G r32 I (r32 .r.32) " (31 2) - ml G r31 / (r31..r.31) " ( 31 2) ;
Clear[M, ml, 1112, m3, G];
liatl = nm..:i[(rl /. t-+ 0) - {O, 0, 0} a OJ;

l.iat2 = nm..:i[ (D[rl, tJ /. t-+ 0) -{O, O, O} :: OJ;
liat3'" 'lhmlld[ (rl /. t-+ 0) - {l, 0, O} == OJ ;

l.iat4:'.l!mMd.[(D[r2, tJ /. t-+0) -(0, Sqrt[GM/z:2[0]], O}

= O];

l.iatS = 'lhmlld[ (r3 /. t-+ 0) - {3/ 2, O, O} :: OJ;
liat6 • 'l!uead[ (D[:r3, tl I. t-+ 0) - {O, -Sqrt.[GM/ x3[0l l , 0}

EquatianLiat =Join[~ [equaticnl

= 01 ;

= oi ,

':ftue.i [equaticn2 .. O] , '.ftlrelld [ equaticn3 a O] ,

l.iatl, l.iat2, l.iat3, list4, lllt5, l.iat6J ;
Gs4Pi"2/M;
Ma ml+lll2+m3;

ml .. 6"4;
1112. 1;
m3: 1;
Cl.ear[xl, x2, x3, y1., y.i!, y.3, zl, z2, z3];
Pim.ta= MlSol,,.[EquaticnLi.st, Join[rl, %2, r3J, {t, 0, 50}, MaxSteps-+ 7000J;

Pl.anmtl[t_]
Plmwt2[t_J

= rl /. Plcwts;
= rl I. Pl.anate;

Planet.3[t_] =:r3/.Pl.anets;
Plotl:a PumatticPlot( {Pl.-u[t] {[l., l] l, P1-tl[tl [ [l, 2J l}, {t, O, 50},

Plotstyl.e-+ RB::olor[l, 1, OJ,

~-+Identity];

Plot2 = ParametricPlot[ {Pian.t2[tJ [ [l, l]], Pl.mlet2[t] [ [l, 2]]}, {t, 0, 50},
Plotstyl.e-+ !O!Colar[ 1, 0, O] , Oispl.ayf!Uncti-+ Idmtity] ;
Plot3. ParmiatticPlot[ {PlAnet3[tJ [ [1, l]]
Plotstyl.e-+ RB::olor[O, 1, OJ ,

I

P1-t3[tJ [ [l, 2]]}, {t, 0, 50},

~-+

Idmtity];

Shew [ Plotl, Plot2, Plot3, Oi..splayl\mction-+ $Displayl\mctio, PlotRainge -+ All, Allpec:t:Ratio .. AutaaaticJ ;
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APPENDIX F
Figure 2.9 Numerical solution of the Restricted Three Body Problem
C1mr[Qmga, 11., 12, X, Y, nu, '1k, ~ ;
a.gt.. (l/ 2) ( (l-~ I1."'2 +llW:2"2) +JIU/ 12 + (l-~ I 11.;
.d.= ((X[t:J-~ "'2+Y['tJ"2) "(112);

12= ( (X[t::) +1-~ "2+ Y[t:J "2) ... (l/2);
VIR:pitim: ~ti,
~...t=tm,.Sinpl.i1"JtD[\t:J,

ti -2V!i{tl -D{Qmga, X(tl 11;
tJ +2'\!lc[t:J -D[Qmgl. Y[tm;

llftprim= D{X(t::) , tJ - '\llqt:J ;
~WimsO{Y(t::), tJ -~;
Clem:t'X, Y, '\lk, ~;

ml= l/2.983;

lhit:i.a10::n:ttiaB• (X[O)

:a

.CD., \!k(OJ

= -1.06X8, Y[O) ""0.]2)67.L, \\'(OJ :: O};

1lpltia'l.Ut= .Jlin{ {V'dl:p!Hmm: O}, {ViBpll:::ialc O} , {llRJRHm:a O} , (lRJMim= O}, Jhi..t:::iala:mit:iaB) ;
Q:bitz ~

OC[t:J , Y[t::) , '\!lc[t:J , V!itt::J} , {t, O, ~I Mi&Sbiia-+25XX>J ;

X[t_J • 11mt{Xtt:J I. Q:bit::) ;

YI1:.J • Zmt(Y[t::J I. Q:bit::) ;
'\!lc[1:.J =&at::(\llqt:J I . Q:bit::) ;
\\11:.J =~t:J /. Q:bit::) ;
'Qgaw! 1 jcOld:({X[t::), Y[t::)},

{t, O, ~, ~-+~c,

59
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APPENDIX G
Figure 2.10 Moulton Family Orbit
Clear[Qnaga, rl, r2, X, Y, nu, V&, Vy]
O:llega= (l/ 2) ( (1-nu) r l "2 + :aur2"2) +nu/ r2 + (1- ml) I rl;

r l = ((X[t] - DU) "2 + Y[t] "2) "{l / 2) ;

r2 = ((X[t] + 1- DU) "2 + Y[t] "2) "{l/ 2) ;
VJd!'q.Jat:i.al = Sinpl ; fy[
D[V&[t] It] -2\l':f[t] -D[Qaag:a,X[t]]];
~ti.al=

Sinpl ify[

D[V':f[t] It] +2V&[t] -D[Qmga, Y[t]]];

xBquati.al = D [X[t] , t] - V&[t] ;
yB:plti.al: D[Y[t]
Clear[X, y I Vx,
ml=

I

t] -V:f[t];

VY.I

lt 2;

InitjalC'axJitials = {X[O]
Y[O]

= 0.12067

I

V:f[O]

= 0, Vx[O] = -1.06006,

= 0};

Ecplti ml•i st : Join[ {V'Jlmquat:i.al = 0}

I

{~ti.al= 0}

I

{xBquati.al = 0} I {ylqaati.al = 0}

Ini.tialCarlH:icns];
Ol:bit= mso:Lve[EqBtimTd•t, {X[t], Y[t], VZ[t], V:f[t]},
{ t, 0 I 20}

I

MuSbep5 -+ 6000) i

X[t_] = First[X[t] I. Ol:bit] ;
Y[t_]

= i'irst[Y[t] I. Od:xi.t] ;

V&[t_] = First[V'.lt[t] I. Od:xi.t] ;
V:f[t_]

=r.i.l:at[V':f[t]

Paramt:ri.d'lot[{X[t]

/. Od:xi.t] ;
I

Y[t]}

I

{t, 0, 20}

I
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